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1. Markedness and Faithfulness Constraints

Objects and mechanisms called ‘constraints’ have featured in many theories of the phonological and syntactic modules. However, the explicit bifurcation into ‘markedness and faithfulness’ constraints is specifically found in Optimality Theory (OT – Prince & Smolensky 1993/2002/2004) and its developments (especially McCarthy & Prince 1995/1997/1999), as well as theories based on OT (Stochastic OT – Boersma 1998, Boersma & Hayes 2001; Targeted Constraint Theory – Wilson 2001; OT With Candidate Chains – McCarthy 2007; Stratal OT – Kiparsky to appear, Bermúdez-Otero to appear; Harmonic Grammar – Pater 2009b and references cited therein). So, this chapter focuses on the things called ‘constraints’ in OT (specifically the ‘classical OT’ of P&S and M&P). In particular, it focuses on OT constraints in the phonological module; there are also OT theories of the syntactic module and OT theories of morphology – they will not be discussed here.

This chapter’s aim is to examine the basic syntax and semantics of constraints. On the syntax side: what is the form of constraints? What is the ‘constraint construction language’? On the semantics side: how are constraints ‘interpreted’ – i.e. how are constraints used to assess a candidate’s violation marks?

This chapter focuses on the basics of constraints, so it does not aspire to identify every constraint theory or list every constraint and constraint generator (§4.2) that has been proposed; for that, see the ongoing ConCat project at http://jones.ling.indiana.edu/~concat/.

An OT constraint is commonly treated as a function that takes a candidate and returns ‘violation marks’ (see P&S p.75ff). Violation marks are discrete elements; they are usually written as a string of asterisks with one asterisk per unique element (but violation marks in their formal implementation are not necessarily a string). For example, a constraint *DORSAL returns one violation mark for each instance of the representational element [dorsal] in an output representation (constraint names are usually written in small capitals). So for a candidate that includes an output representation [pakak], *DORSAL returns ** because there are two [dorsal] features in the form (one for each [k]). ‘Candidates’ are sets of forms including at least an output and input representation, but probably many other related representations as well as relations between them (§3.3; P&S p.5).

* My thanks to Marc van Oostendorp, Keren Rice, Matt Wolf, and an anonymous reviewer for their extensive comments.

1 I will refer to Prince & Smolensky (2002) as P&S below; it is available for free on Rutgers Optimality Archive (http://roa.rutgers.edu/) #537. McCarthy & Prince (1995) will be referred to as M&P; it is Rutgers Optimality Archive #60.
Constraints fit into the overall phonological system thus (following P&S). An input is drawn from the lexicon; the input consists of phonological material with morphological and syntactic annotation/structure. A generation mechanism (GEN) produces many (perhaps an infinite number of) candidates. One or more candidates is selected from the array; the selection process (EVAL) involves constraints generating violation marks for candidates and an algorithm that uses the violation marks and other factors to determine the winning candidate(s). EVAL refers to ‘ranking’ – a total order on constraints. Ranking does not influence how violation marks are calculated; however, ranking is crucial in discovering the winning candidate. The Phonetic module then takes (one of) the winner(s) and realizes it (i.e., converts it into articulatory movements that produce speech sound).

In short, Constraints are just one part of many mechanisms that work together to determine the winning output representation. Constraints do not determine winners on their own.

The term ‘markedness and faithfulness’ as applied to constraints was coined in P&S§1.4. ‘Markedness constraints’ return violation marks based solely on the form of the output representation. *DORSAL above is a markedness constraint. Unfortunately, the term ‘markedness’ can cause confusion because it seems to imply an inherent connection to theories of Markedness (see ch.73 [HUME–MARKEDNESS]). However, theories of Markedness are expressed in OT via both markedness and faithfulness constraints (e.g. de Lacy 2006). The term ‘output constraint’ is therefore less confusing than ‘markedness constraint’ so I will use it here. However, the phrase ‘markedness constraint’ is in such widespread use that I fear ‘output constraint’ will never catch on (in spite of my efforts in this chapter) (to add to the confusion there are constraints called ‘output-output constraints’, which are actually faithfulness constraints (see §3.3)).

As originally used, ‘faithfulness constraints’ are those that return violation marks based on comparison of the output representation with the input (P&S§1.2; though strictly speaking the output included the input, discussed in §3.1). Later work, especially M&P, broadened the term to include any constraint that assigned violations by comparing any pair of inter- or intra-representational forms (e.g., the base of reduplication and the reduplicant – M&P; the derivational base and the output – Benua 1997; a designated form and the output – McCarthy 1999). The majority of work in OT now uses M&P’s Correspondence Theory, so in these cases it is accurate to refer to ‘Correspondence constraints’ – i.e. those that use Correspondence relations in their calculation of violation marks. However, non-correspondence faithfulness constraints exist in some versions of OT (e.g. Containment theories – §3.1), so ‘faithfulness constraints’ is still a usefully broad term.

This chapter focuses on a few important issues about constraints. Section 2 discusses constraint form in output constraints: what are constraints made of, and how do they return violation marks? Section 3 deals with faithfulness and Correspondence constraints. Section 4 discusses the source of constraints – whether they are innate and how/whether they relate to external sources. Section 5 discusses how theories of constraints influence and are influenced by other mechanisms in the phonological module.
1.1 “Constraint” in other theories

The term ‘constraint’ is used in many different ways in many different theories. In some rule-based theories there are objects called ‘constraints’ or ‘filters’ that – if their conditions are met – doom the derivation or block rules from applying. If an input I undergoes a series of rules to create a representation \( \phi \) and there is a filter \( *\phi \), the derivation is doomed (i.e. input I has no corresponding output). See Chomsky & Lasnik (1977) for early examples in syntax, and Ito (1986) for conditions on syllable structure. The filter/condition concept does not have a direct analogue in OT – OT constraints assign violations; \textsc{eval} is the source of (relative) doom for candidates.

The term ‘constraint’ is also met in ‘morpheme structure constraints’ (Chomsky & Halle 1968:171ff – also called ‘morpheme structure conditions’ or ‘lexical redundancy rules’). These constraints limit the form of phonological structures stored in lexical entries. In P&S’s OT, there are no constraints on lexical items. Phonological regularities across lexical items are treated as a side-effect of the learning process in Tesar & Smolensky (1996) (see Tesar 2007 for references).

Occasionally ‘constraint’ is used to refer to side-effects of conditions on representational primitives and to restrictions on the algorithm that generates output candidates (GEN). Obviously, output representations can only be constructed out of objects and relations that are available (i.e. prosodic nodes, features, planes, tiers; precedence, dominance). For example, there is no candidate in which a node can both precede and follow another node because the phonological precedence relation is asymmetric (i.e. if \( a \) and \( b \) are on the same tier and \( a < b \) (i.e. \( a \) precedes \( b \)) and \( b < a \) then \( a = b \)) (see chapter 101 \textsc{cairns} for discussion of precedence). One could informally call the asymmetry of phonological precedence a ‘constraint’, but it is not an OT constraint.

As another example, many authors writing in metrical theory have assumed that there is no output structure in which a Ft node dominates more than one \( \sigma \) node (i.e. no ‘ternary’ or ‘unbounded’ feet). This restriction is not an OT constraint, but rather a condition on the candidate generation algorithm GEN.

2. Output Constraints

A constraint takes a candidate and returns violation marks.\(^2\) For example, the constraint \( *\text{dorsal} \) returns a violation mark for [ka], two for [kax], and so on. A constraint’s violation assignment can be described in informal terms: e.g. “\(*k\) returns a violation mark for each [dorsal] segment”. This informal description is useful, but far from being a formal definition. A formal definition of a constraint must be couched in a Constraint Definition Language (CDL). A comprehensive CDL specifies representational primitives and relations and restrictions on their combination in constraints.

\(^2\) It is common to see comments like “constraints impose a partial order on the candidate set” (Samek-Lodovici & Prince 1999:9), “this constraint dooms the candidate”, and so on. These comments are meant as a quick way of describing the complex process of determining order among candidates; the process involves constraints, \textsc{vr} (§2.2), ranking, and \textsc{eval}’s mechanisms; constraints are merely one part of the process of establishing the winning candidate.
The same distinction can be made for rule-based theories like Chomsky & Halle (1968). Suppose we observe a rule R that takes an input representation /ak/ and converts it to the representation [aʔ]. R could be described as “change /k/ into a [ʔ] word-finally”. However, R must be defined in terms of a Rule Definition Language (RDL); a RDL is the elements and relations that can be used to construct a rule and limits on their combination. Most of Chomsky & Halle (1968) is devoted to developing such an RDL; R is defined as /k/ → [ʔ]/ _seg,−FB,+WB_.

Some work in OT uses informal descriptions to talk about constraints. Often formal objects (representational elements like prosodic nodes, features, etc.) are mentioned in the informal descriptions, but the constraints are nevertheless not defined in terms of an overarching CDL. There have been attempts to develop a comprehensive CDL (Eisner 1997a,b,c, Potts & Pullum 2002), but most work has either focused on particular groups of constraints, or treated constraints as ‘black boxes’.

To explain, it is possible to fruitfully investigate some (perhaps many) aspects of OT theories without knowing the precise definition of constraints, but only knowing which violation marks constraints assign in which situations. After all, the winning candidate is not directly determined by constraints, but by their violation marks. So, if the violation marks are known then the winner can be determined – the exact means by which the violation marks came to be assigned is often not crucial. For this reason I believe it is fair to say that there has been less focus on developing a CDL in OT theories on developing RDLs in rule-based theories like Chomsky & Halle (1968).

Even so, there have been detailed proposals of CDLs for groups of OT constraints (see section 4 below), and some proposals about aspects of the general CDL. In my own (co-)work, for example, Bye & de Lacy (2000) propose restrictions on how constraints can refer to constituent edges; de Lacy (2006) proposes that constraints cannot include both prosodic nodes and segmental features in their definitions. Work on connectives in constraint definitions includes Crowhurst & Hewitt (1997), Balari et al. (2000), and Wolf (2007).

An explicit CDL is both useful and ultimately essential to a complete OT theory. A CDL can tell us which constraint formulations are valid, and thus set a bound on which constraints can and cannot exist.

The following subsections will discuss a CDL. There is a strong uniformity in constraint descriptions and definitions that suggests broad agreement about certain aspects of the CDL. For expository reasons, I will start with the CDL for output constraints. As a word of warning, due to space limitations I will discuss only a few CDLs, and focus on the basic components of just one. The CDL discussed below deals with a broad set of output constraints that I believe every phonologist would accept as possible constraints. I will not attempt to comprehensively discuss all extant CDLs or aspects of CDLs, but instead focus on basic CDL properties. For a specific explicit and recent CDL, see Riggle (2004).

### 2.1 Output constraints: Representation

There is not a lot of explicit discussion about how constraints work in OT. It seems to me that the majority of work in OT treats constraints as functions from candidates to
violation marks. Output constraints inspect the output representation in a candidate, and return a string of violation marks. So, *DORSAL returns one violation for candidates with an output representation [ka], two for [kag], three for [gaxikan] and so on, leading to the description “Assign one violation for each dorsal segment.”

We seek a CDL in which *DORSAL can be formulated. One issue to address is the CDL’s representational primitives. For example, *DORSAL might be cast in terms of a representational theory in which velar consonants are [+back,+high] (Chomsky & Halle 1968:303), or in one in which a Place node dominates a dorsal node which dominates [+back] and [+high] terminal nodes (Sagey 1986), or one in which an oral cavity node dominates a C-place node which dominates a dorsal terminal node (Clements & Hume 1995) (see Hall 2007b for an overview of feature theories). There are many extant representational theories, but for the purposes of this chapter I will adopt Clements & Hume’s model (there is no widespread consensus on which representational theory is correct, though; even less now than ten years ago, I suspect).

The CDL also must specify how representational elements can be combined in constraints. For example, a relatively lax CDL could allow several different versions of *DORSAL, as in (1). I use • to stand for ‘root node’ – the lowest node that dominates all segmental features. The symbol ↓ stands for the immediate dominance relation: a↓b means a immediately dominates b (i.e. a dominates b and there is no c such that a dominates c and c dominates b); a↓b↓c means a immediately dominates b and b immediately dominates c. Dominance is an asymmetric transitive relation that holds between nodes on different autosegmental tiers. The descriptions are given in (1a), (b), (c); the violation marks the constraint assigns are shown for [k], [k:] (assuming a one-root geminate theory – Hyman 1985, cf. Selkirk 1991), and [ŋk] (assuming obligatory feature sharing for adjacent elements – Schein & Steriade 1986).

(1) *DORSAL versions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) each distinct root node • s.t. •↓CPlace↓[dorsal]</th>
<th>[k]</th>
<th>[k:]</th>
<th>[ŋk]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b) each distinct [dorsal] feature s.t. *↓CPlace↓[dorsal]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) each distinct prosodic node p s.t. p↓•↓CPlace↓[dorsal]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I do not know which of the constraints (1a), (1b), and (1c) exist. Suppose it turns out that we need only (1a). The non-existence of (1b) and (1c) could be achieved by putting restrictions on the CDL so that all output constraints must refer to a root node in their definition and no constraint may mention both prosodic nodes and segmental features. Every extant theory of representation provides a CDL with a great deal of potentially expressive power. So, it is highly likely that any CDL theory will have to incorporate extensive limitations on permissible representations in constraints; it is probably too hopeful that all limits on constraints will be a side-effect of inherent limitations in representations (see §4).

3 (1c) could return one violation if [ŋ] and [k] were both dominated by the same μ or σ node (e.g. as in [oink]n).
The CDL must also specify how the representation is used to assess violation marks. For example, suppose a constraint mentions the structure [\[\text{dorsal}\]]. How is this structure used to assess violation marks relative to some candidate? In the constraint description (1a), I assumed that the constraint searches the candidate’s output representation and for each distinct structure that has the form [\[\text{dorsal}\]], one violation mark is returned. However, could there be a constraint which returns one violation regardless of how many \[\text{dorsal}\] structures there were? Such a constraint would return * for [ka], [kax], and [kaxga]. Let’s turn to this issue now.

2.2 Function or representation?

I asserted without comment above that a constraint is a function: i.e. it takes a candidate as an input and returns violation marks. Conceiving of constraints as independent functions opens up the possibility that different constraints could assign violation marks in very different ways.

For example, the ALIGN schema from McCarthy & Prince (1993a) takes four arguments and assesses violation marks with respect to designated prosodic constituents. The violation marks from \(\text{ALIGN}(\text{Ft}, \text{R}, \text{PrWd}, \text{R})\) are the sum of the number of syllables between the right edge of each foot and the right edge of the PrWd. So, the constraint returns 9 violations for \(\left(\sigma\sigma\right)\left(\sigma\sigma\right)\left(\sigma\sigma\right)\sigma\) (see McCarthy & Prince 1995:15,16 for details; to understand this constraint see esp. p.10 and definitions 14, 15, 16). It is clear that the way in which this ALIGN constraint assesses violation marks is quite different from the way in which violations of *DORSAL are assessed. (cf McCarthy 2003).

If constraints are self-contained algorithms that return violation marks and the CDL is sufficiently powerful, we might see pairs of constraints that refer to the same representational structure but differ in how they calculate violation marks. For example, there could be a pair of constraints *\(\forall\)DORSAL and *\(\exists\)DORSAL, where *\(\forall\)DORSAL returned as many violation marks as there are [dorsal] features in an output representation, but *\(\exists\)DORSAL returned only one violation mark regardless of how many [dorsal] features there are in a form, as long as there is at least one (for relevant discussion, see Wolf 2007). The two constraints refer to the same structure – [\[\text{dorsal}\]] – and differ only in terms of how that structure is used to assess violation marks from a candidate. A pair of constraints like this – i.e. that refer to the same representational structure but differ only in their quantification – would be strong evidence that each constraint is an independent algorithm that assigns violations (or at least that there are several groups of constraints that differ in how they assign violations).

However, my impression is that the constraints-as-functions approach is too powerful. The output constraints that have been proposed in phonological literature are often very similar: they essentially have the form *R, where R is a representation; one violation mark is assigned for each distinct occurrence of R in a candidate’s output representation. *DORSAL is an example of such a constraint. The apparent uniformity in how constraints assess violations suggests that it is worthwhile considering an alternative theory of constraints in which constraints are not functions but solely representations.

In such an approach, there would be a single algorithm \(\text{VR}\) (for Violation assigneR). VR takes as its input an output constraint and a candidate and returns
violation marks. VR works the same way for all constraints, so imposing uniformity in how violation marks are assigned. So, the constraint *DORSAL is really a representation [•↓CPlace↓[dorsal]]; *DORSAL itself does not assess violation marks.

There are many ways to formulate a VR algorithm that does the job described above. For example, one could take the set of all subrepresentations of a candidate’s output representation and compare each member of the set to a constraint representation; the number of violation marks returned for a particular constraint would be the number of subsets that were equivalent to the constraint’s representation. I will instead discuss a somewhat more efficient algorithm that does a similar job. See http://www.pauldelacy.net/VR for software which allows you to see the VR below in action and try out various constraints and representations.

(2) *Violation Assigner (VR): Outline*

Inputs:  
- A constraint C
- A candidate that includes an output representation R

Output: A set of violation marks (a set of unique identifiers) indexed to C and the candidate.

(a) Take a node c in C
(b) For each node r in R
   If r is the same type and value as c
   then check whether r is connected to a structure equivalent to C
   • If it is, return a violation mark, and continue to the next r

(c) Add no other violation marks to the Result.

For example, take a constraint *[+voice] which consists of one [voice] node with a value of ‘+'. Each node in the candidate’s output representation is checked. If a node is a [voice] node and has the value ‘+', a violation mark is added to the result.

The VR might seem straightforward but it has interesting complexities, particularly in the procedure that checks whether a node is “connected to a structure equivalent to [the constraint] C”.

Take a more complex constraint – one that involves two nodes: e.g. *σμμ “Don’t have bimoraic syllables.” *σμμ has three nodes (σ, μ₁, μ₂) and three relations (σ↓μ₁, σ↓μ₂, μ₁<μ₂). A node is selected from the constraint (it doesn’t matter which one) – let’s say σ in this case. The output representation is searched for σ nodes. When one is found, the next step is to check whether σ is connected to a structure equivalent to the constraint. The implementation of this checking procedure is that σ is checked to see if it is in any of the relations mentioned by the constraint: i.e. does the particular σ in the representation dominate two different μ nodes? If it does, then the μ nodes that are dominated by σ are then checked to see whether their relations have equivalents in the constraint. After nodes and relations are found in the output representation that are equivalent to those in the constraint, a violation mark is returned.

The procedure that checks whether n is connected to a structure equivalent to C means that constraints cannot be unconnected. For example, suppose that there is a constraint *μ₁,μ₂ which is violated if a word contains two (not necessarily adjacent) moras; these moras are unconnected in this constraint – there is no precedence relation between them, nor is there a node that dominates them both. VR can evaluate such a
constraint, but the constraint will never return any violation marks. VR checks relations between nodes: i.e. VR will search for a $\mu_1$ node, and then check its relations. Since $\mu_1$ has no relations (i.e. no precedence relation between $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$). At this point, though, no structure in $R$ has been found that is equivalent to the structure described by the constraint, so no violation marks are returned.

So, the VR algorithm itself, through how it compares the constraint’s structure to structures in the output representation, imposes a weak connectedness requirement on constraints. For a constraint $C$ to ever return a violation mark, every node in $C$ must be connected to every other node. Nodes $x$ and $y$ are ‘connected’ here if it is possible to trace a direct route through precedence and dominance relations from $x$ to $y$.4

The connectedness requirement that results from VR is weak because a much stronger requirement could be imagined and implemented: i.e. in a constraint, every pair of nodes on the same tier must be in a precedence relation, and every pair of nodes on different tiers must be in a dominance relation. The difference between weak and strong connectedness can be seen in a less-connected version of $*\sigma_{\mu_1}$: where $\sigma\uparrow\mu_1$ and $\sigma\downarrow\mu_2$, but there is no precedence relation between $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$. Such a constraint would not be evaluated by a VR that imposes strong connectedness because it has two nodes on the same tier ($\mu_1, \mu_2$) that are not in a precedence relation. However, it is perfectly acceptable in the weak-connectedness VR described above because every node is connected to every other node.

Weak connectedness allows constraints of the form $*[x\ldots x]_D$, where there are two nodes of type $x$ within a particular domain $D$ (e.g. Suzuki 1998; also ‘local conjunction’ – §4.2).

The connectedness side-effect of VR is desirable – as far as I am aware, no-one has proposed constraints that have completely unconnected elements.

The larger point here is that the nature of the algorithm that assigns violation marks is crucial in any theory of constraints. The algorithm not only determines how violation marks are assigned, but whether particular constraints will ever assign violation marks (i.e. it effectively puts restrictions on constraint form just as VR means that constraints must contain connected representations).

If constraints are representations and there is a single VR, there should be broad uniformity in the way that violation marks are assigned. For example, the constraint $[\bullet\downarrow\text{CPlace}\downarrow[dorsal]]$ will assign violations for each occurrence of its representation in the candidate’s output representation. In contrast, there is no way to formulate a constraint like $\exists$ dorsal: if the constraint consists of the representation $[\bullet\downarrow\text{CPlace}\downarrow[dorsal]]$, then the VR will return a violation for each occurrence of $[\bullet\downarrow\text{CPlace}\downarrow[dorsal]]$; it cannot be limited to assigning one violation regardless of the number of occurrences of $[\bullet\downarrow\text{CPlace}\downarrow[dorsal]]$.

So, the VR theory means that output constraints should all assign violations in fundamentally the same way, while the constraints-as-functions theory allows for significant differences. It is even possible that there is a middle ground: there could be

---

4 Let’s define a transitive symmetric relation $\Theta$: $x\Theta y$ if $x < y$ or $x \downarrow y$. Nodes $x$ and $y$ are connected if $x\Theta y$. For example, in the constraint $*\{\sigma\downarrow\mu_1, \sigma\downarrow\mu_2\}$, $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ are connected because $\sigma\Theta\mu_1$ and $\sigma\Theta\mu_2$, so $\mu_1\Theta\sigma$ (by symmetry) and $\mu_1\Theta\mu_2$. There is no need for a direct implementation of $\Theta$ in VR; connectedness follows as a side-effect of the procedure that matches the constraint to the representation.
several violation assignment algorithms, with VR being just one of them. With several VRs, we would expect to see uniformity in how violations are assigned but only within particular groups of constraints.

So, which view is correct? How much uniformity in violation mark assignment is there?

2.3 Regularities and irregularities in violation assignment

There is a great deal of regularity in the way that violation marks are assessed in output constraints. In fact, there is so much regularity that I am sure there would be no confusion among phonologists about how a constraint like *[r] works (even though I concocted it just now): it would return a violation mark for each [ʃ] immediately followed by [ɾ] in the output representation. There is an implicit ‘quantificational’ regularity here: one violation mark is returned for each distinct [ʃɾ] (i.e. {ʃɾ[ʃɾ]} returns two violations), not for just having some [ʃɾ] (where {ʃɾ[ʃɾ]} returns just one violation).

As mentioned above, such ‘quantification’ regularity is expressed straightforwardly in VR. The process of iterating through every node in the representation means that a violation will be returned each time a node is found that is part of a representation that matches the constraint’s.

There are other widespread similarities in constraints. Many output constraints refer to tier-contiguous representations. For example, a constraint like *ŋk refers to adjacent root nodes; *ŋk returns one violation for [aŋko], but [aŋok] gets none (i.e. *ŋk is ŋ-k, where ‘<’ is used here to mean ‘immediately precedes’). I have not yet seen a constraint *ŋ…%…k proposed which is violated whenever [ŋ] and [k] appear in the same output in any order (i.e. one violation for each of [aŋko], [aŋok], [akoŋ]. etc.) (the ‘%’ notation is from Bach 1968).

The particular implementation of VR discussed above has intra-tier-contiguity as a side-effect of the way that the algorithm works. When a node is encountered in the output representation, the node’s relations (i.e. precedence and dominance) are checked against the constraint’s. If the node is in a precedence or dominance relation with some other node, then that other node’s relations are then checked, and so on. This method of checking means that only nodes that are connected in the representation will be examined. So, for a constraint *ŋ…%…k, a node [ŋ] might be found in the representation, but ŋ does not precede any other node so [k] will never be found by the VR procedure, and the constraint’s representation will never be matched.

Some authors have proposed constraints with weakly contiguous representations to deal with processes like long-distance assimilation and dissimilation (e.g. Alderete 1997, Suzuki 1988). These constraints refer to segmental nodes that are not in a precedence relation, but are related by dominance (i.e. with the form *x…%…y]D, where x and y are nodes dominated by constituent D. Such constraints always require or ban identical elements (not non-identical ones, as above), leading some recent work to recast such processes as involving local Correspondence relations (e.g. Rose & Walker 2004) or to restrict the domain of such constraints so that the representations they refer to are
mostly always tier-contiguous (e.g. Łubowicz 2005). Such a move might mean that VR should implement a strong contiguity requirement, where within a constraint every node on a particular tier is in a precedence relation with every other node on that tier.

There is a widely accepted constraint type that does not always easily fit with VR: ‘positive’ constraints. A positive constraint penalizes a representation for lacking a particular property, while negative constraints like *DORSAL return violations for having a particular structure. A well-known constraint that is often positively formulated is ONSET: “Syllables must have onsets” (see other definitions of this constraint, including negative ones, at Concat http://tinyurl.com/concat-onset). Another example is PLACE→DORSAL “Every Place node must dominate a [dorsal] node”. Because positive constraints do not mention a representation but rather the lack of a representation, they cannot be fed into the VR. That is to say, PLACE→DORSAL does not mention the representation [•↓Cplace↓[dorsal]]. Instead, it requires that for every root node • there must be some member of the set of all subrepresentations of a candidate that includes • and has the structure [•↓Cplace↓[dorsal]]. It is not hard to formulate a VR algorithm that can handle positive constraints (VR^POS), but such an algorithm is different from the one that handles negative constraints (VR^NEG).

Are both VR^NEG and VR^POS necessary? Many positively formulated constraints can be reformulated negatively, and many negative ones can be reformulated positively. However, the success of reformulation depends entirely on the particular CDL used. For example, within fairly standard representational theories it is not possible to reformulate *DORSAL as a positive constraint or even a set of positive constraints without resulting in the ‘pile-up problem’ (de Lacy 2002:90ff, 2006:ch.2; cf. Yip 2001). Similarly, the success of reformulating positive constraints as negative ones depends on the CDL’s representational primitives and restrictions. For example, can ONSET be reformulated as *[σV “Return a violation mark for each vowel at the left edge of a syllable” (Kager 1999)? Yes, but only if the CDL allows reference to syllable edges in this way and the VR can process it. Whether such boundary reference is possible depends on entirely on the CDL and VR.

There are a variety of popular positive constraints that seem to defy easy negative reformulation; e.g. FTBIN “Assign a violation for each Foot node that does not dominate exactly two moras or two syllables” (after McCarthy & Prince 1986, P&S). Elías (2006) proposes breaking the constraint down into constraints that put upper and lower bounds on moraic content. A constraint against more than two sub-foot elements is straightforward using VR: *{Fx↓xa,Fx↓xb,Fx↓xc} where xa, xb, xc are all distinct prosodic nodes (i.e. μ or σ) and ↓ here is dominance, not immediate dominance. A constraint against having fewer than two sub-foot daughter nodes is more difficult: how do we penalize a mono-moraic/-syllabic foot structure using a representation (Fx↓x) and the VR without also penalizing larger structures? Perhaps the VR could be tweaked, making it seek out complete constituents in evaluating constraints. Or it may be possible to capitalize on boundaries, banning a sub-foot prosodic node that is both a left and right foot boundary (e.g. *[Fx]r), depending on how boundary-reference is permitted in the CDL.

The literature is full of examples of positively and negatively formulated constraints. If there is a single VR, a big challenge is to figure out how to recast the positive constraints into negative ones (or vice versa, depending on one’s VR), or
alternatively identify sets of negative constraints that take over the effect of the positive ones.

The VR has other interesting side-effects, such as its inability to deal with ALIGN-type constraints and ‘gradient’ constraints generally (McCarthy 2003).

So, which option is right? Is there a single VR algorithm and output constraints are really representations? Or is every constraint its own violation mark calculation algorithm, opening the possibility that constraints could assign violation marks in wildly different fashions? The fact that there is such widespread similarity in how constraints work makes me hope for the former option. However, there is no doubt that recasting every extant output constraint in VR-friendly terms is extremely challenging. It is also quite possible that there are several VR-like algorithms, and that constraints are indexed for which violation calculation algorithm they undergo.

The issues become more complicated when we consider the other major set of constraints – Correspondence constraints.

3. Faithfulness Constraints

Output Constraints refer to the output representation in candidates when violation marks are calculated. However, if only output constraints exist, each grammar would produce the same output regardless of what the input is. So, constraints are needed to regulate inter- and intra-representational relations. For example, there must be constraints that keep outputs from being altered relative to the input form (see McCarthy 2007 for discussion). There is after all a significant difference between [ʔaki] and [ki] in terms of how they relate to the input /aki/. How are constraints used to decide which one of these competitors wins? In more common parlance, how do constraints regulate the faithfulness of the output to the input?

3.1 Containment and Correspondence

Prince & Smolensky (1993/2002/2004) proposed a theory – Containment – that expresses differences in the output relative to the input in terms of output symbols. In the process of generating output representations from an input, a segment can be marked as unparsed (e.g. <k>) which means that it will not be phonetically realized. A segment can also be epenthesized – added to the output – and marked as such (e.g. k).

Containment theory provides a straightforward way to ban deletion and epenthesis. Constraints against deletion are simply output constraints that ban unparsed

---

5 Chomsky (1995) suggests with only output constraints, [ba] would always emerge as the winner. There are actually many possible outputs because different rankings of markedness constraints favor different output configurations, among them [ʔaʔa], [ʔa], [ʔaʔa], [tática], [tác], and [tática]. [ba] could never be the least marked output in many theories of Markedness because of its subminimal size and voiced labial consonant (see de Lacy 2006 and Rice 2007 for overviews of Place Markedness in OT), and Kager (2007) on prosodic markedness.)

6 P&S adopted the theory that epenthetic segments are empty prosodic positions. However, this proposal is no longer widely accepted; I have updated the description of Containment theory accordingly.
segments: *<•> bans deletion of root nodes, and *∈ bans epenthesis. Such constraints fit straightforwardly into the VR algorithm. More recent Containment theories can be found in Goldrick (2000) and van Oostendorp (2007).

However, McCarthy & Prince (1995/1997/1999) argue for a very different approach. Their proposal – Correspondence Theory (CT) – is now the most widely used theory of inter- and intra-representational identity.

CT proposes a relation – ‘Correspondence’ – that holds between root nodes (at least, see §3.2). For example, the root node /k/ in the input /aki/ can be in a Correspondence relation with the root node [k] in the output [aki]. However, in the process of making output candidates from an input, GEN has a free hand in generating Correspondence relations. So, there will also be a candidate consisting of the input /aki/ and even an output [ak1] where /k/ corresponds to [\.]. Correspondence relations are often written with subscript numerals when it is not obvious which elements correspond (e.g. /a1k2i3/: [a1k2i3] vs. [a2k1i3]).

With a free assignment of Correspondence relations, there are many candidates consisting of the input /aki/ and output [aki] where the only difference is Correspondence. However, due to the way Correspondence constraints work the vast majority of such candidates will never win under any ranking.

Constraints that regulate the Correspondence relations between input and output root nodes are responsible for keeping outputs looking like inputs. For example, IO-MAX returns a violation for each input root node that is not in a Correspondence relation with some output root node. So, candidates consist of (at least) an input representation, an output representation, and the Correspondence relations that hold between them.

Correspondence was a new concept in phonological theory. In SPE and its rule-based successors, input-output faithfulness is an epiphenomenon of rule non-application; an output form is perfectly faithful to its input if no rules apply to it. The more rules that apply, the more likely the output is to become less faithful (though not necessarily: later rules could undo the effect of preceding rules; see Pullum 1976). However, at any point in the derivation of a rule-based theory except for the first rule application, the original input is not accessible; the only accessible representation at any point for a rule theory is the current one (i.e. the input to the rule). In contrast, for every candidate in CT, the input representation is always directly accessible via Correspondence: constraints regulate how the output candidate fares relative to the input via Correspondence relations.

McCarthy & Prince (1995) proposed a framework of Correspondence constraints that has remained substantially unchanged in most subsequent work (see §3.3); see their Appendix A for detailed formulations. I discuss a select few here.

IO-MAX returns a violation mark for every input root node that has no output correspondent. So, IO-MAX returns a violation for /a2n3\rightarrow[p1a2] because /n/ has no output correspondent; it returns no violation for /a2n3\rightarrow[p2a3] because /n/ corresponds to [\.]. Notice that Correspondence is not a function; an output segment can correspond to more than one input segment, and vice versa.

IO-DEP returns a violation for every output root node that has no input correspondent; IO-DEP is violated by epenthesis: one violation for /i1\rightarrow[αι1], but none for /i1\rightarrow[ιι1].
IO-IDENT[F] regulates feature change; it returns a violation for each input root node whose output correspondent does not have the same value for feature F. There are probably individual IO-IDENT[F] constraints for every feature, and possibly for groups of features too (see §4.3). For example, IO-IDENT[continuant] is violated once in /k1a/ → [x1a].

Other Correspondence constraints regulate multiple Correspondence (UNIFORMITY – preventing coalescence, INTEGRITY – preventing breaking/diphthongization/split), preservation of precedence and adjacency (CONTIGUITY, LINEARITY), and preservation of edge proximity (ANCHOR).

A caveat is in order here. It’s common in informal discussion to say that a constraint does some particular task: “MAX bans deletion”; “DEP militates against epenthesis”, “UNIFORMITY eschews coalescence”, and so on. It is dangerous to take such statements too seriously. MAX does not ban deletion; it simply returns violations if an input root node has no output correspondent. In fact, MAX has effects that do not fit easily into the traditional concept of ‘deletion’. For example, in the mapping /p1a2i3/ → [p1e2,3] there has not been any violation of MAX, though a standard SPE account would say that there has been deletion relative to the input (/pai/ → [pei] → [pe]). In the mapping /k1a2/ → [ʔa2] it looks like /k/ has changed into [ʔ] – not deleted, yet there is a violation of MAX (in an SPE-type analysis there is a step with deletion: /ka/ → [a] → [ʔa]). See Gouskova (2008) for detailed discussion of this point in relation to DEP.

Correspondence constraints essentially encourage identity – i.e. preservation of a particular input property in the output, or vice versa. IO-MAX and IO-DEP require identity of the number of root nodes; IO-IDENT[F] requires identity of feature values, and the other constraints preserve precedence and position.

M&P’s Correspondence constraints have a simplicity and symmetry that is surprising compared to the complexities of output constraints. For example, IO-DEP is actually IO-MAX with an output-oriented focus (i.e. IO-DEP is just “OI-MAX”). There also may be constraints of the OI-IDENT[F] form; they differ from IO-IDENT[F] constraints in terms of coalescence and breaking (see Pater 1999).

3.2 CDLs for Correspondence

There are many ways to conceive of a CDL for Correspondence constraints. Regardless of the CDL, though, it seems challenging to conceive of how the VR algorithm discussed in section 2.2 could process Correspondence constraints straightforwardly; Correspondence constraints demand identity in a way that is not inherent to VR. It is therefore possible that each faithfulness constraint is its own function. However, there is such an overwhelming regularity in terms of how they behave that it is very tempting to assume that there is one algorithm that calculates violations for Correspondence constraints, even if it is different from VR.

So, the temptation is to set up a separate violation mark calculation algorithm just for Correspondence constraints (C-VR). However, it is also possible to combine Containment and Correspondence so that Correspondence constraints are expressed in terms that the VR can process, and regulation of identity follows from the VR. In fact, this is essentially how P&S’s Containment theory worked. Here I will discuss an updated version as an example.
For IO-MAX, suppose that there is a computable function K over Correspondence that is included in each candidate. For every root node in the input, K returns the output root node it corresponds to. If the root node does not correspond to any output root node, K returns a unique phonetically uninterpreted element \( \psi \) that is designated as belonging to the output (\( \psi \) is unconnected to the output representation, though).\(^7\) Much like the other Containment theories, then IO-MAX is \(*\psi^O\), effectively incurring a violation for each output \( \psi \) returned by K. IO-DEP is \(*\psi^I\). See http://www.pauldelacy.net/VR for a partial implementation of this approach. More complex constraints like IO-MAX-Vowel, which preserve segments that are vowels in the input, can be expressed as \(*\{iK\psi^O,1\downarrow[\text{[vocalic]}]\}\).

IO-IDENT[F] poses a greater challenge in a such a quasi-Containment implementation. However, the Containment approach essentially replaces identity requirements with a ban on dissimilarity, and this method can be capitalized on for IDENT. Let us define a relation G so that if a root node \( \alpha \) dominates feature F, then any \( \alpha \)-corresponding \( \beta \) (including \( \alpha \) itself, assuming that Correspondence is reflexive) is in the relation \( \beta G \). The structure in (3) shows two corresponding root nodes \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). It provides their G relations.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(3) Input:} & \quad \alpha_1 & \quad \text{Output:} & \quad \beta_1 \\
& \quad [-\text{voice}] & & \quad [+\text{voice}] \\
& \quad \alpha G[-\text{voice}], \alpha G[+\text{voice}] & & \quad \beta G[-\text{voice}], \beta G[+\text{voice}]
\end{align*}
\]

The constraint IO-IDENT[voice] can then be expressed as \(*\{iG[-\text{voice}], 1\downarrow[\text{[vocalic]}]\}\) – i.e. a ban on an input segment having different instances of the same feature with different values. The virtue of this approach is that inter-representational identity here is recast as avoidance of dissimilarity, which is what many output constraints strive to do (e.g. assimilation constraints – de Lacy 2002:ch.7, Baković 2007).

However, there have been proposals that support the idea that Correspondence constraints are independent functions (or at least that there are several FVRs). Alderete (2001) and Struijke (2000) propose that there are Correspondence constraints that differ only in terms of how they assess violations in relation to quantification.

Struijke (2000) argues that there are counterparts to the Correspondence constraints that differ solely in terms of ‘quantification’. So, while IO-IDENT[nasal] returns a violation for each pair of corresponding input-output segments that have different values for [nasal], IO-\(\exists\)IDENT[nasal] returns a violation for each input segment for which there is some output that has a different value for [nasal]. The difference is seen when an input segment corresponds to more than one output segment. For example, if /\(\tilde{a}\)/ splits to become [a\(\in_1\)], IO-IDENT[nasal] returns one violation because there is an IO pair that disagrees in [nasal]: \(</\tilde{a}],[a]>\). However, IO-\(\exists\)IDENT[nasal] does not return

\(^7\) There is a strong similarity in this approach to Wolf & McCarthy’s (2005) ‘string-based’ correspondence, where the input string /x/ is deleted if /x/ corresponds to an empty string e (Correspondence is between strings not root nodes in this view). Here, Correspondence is still between root nodes, with an additional uninterpretable root node \( \psi \) thrown in (akin to Containment Theory’s \( \emptyset \) and \( \Box \)).
any violations because for every input segment (i.e. /ã/) there is some pair that preserves the [nasal] value (i.e. </ã/, [n]>).

Alderete (2001) argues that at least some faithfulness constraints have ‘anti-faithfulness’ counterparts. For example, OO-IDENT[voice] returns a violation for each corresponding segment that has different values of [voice] (for the OO- part, see §3.3). However, ¬OO-IDENT[voice] returns a violation if there is no pair of correspondents that disagrees on [voice] values. The constraints differ in terms of how they assess violations rather than the representations they refer to.

If Struijke’s (2000) and Alderete’s (2001) proposals are correct, they pose a serious challenge to an approach that seeks to find a single F-VR algorithm. Their proposals mean that there are sets of constraints that differ only in terms of the procedure of violation mark assignment, not in the representation and relations they refer to.

3.3 Developments in Correspondence Constraints

The theory of Correspondence constraints has been reduced, altered, and extended since M&P.

For example, Keer (1999) argues that UNIFORMITY does not exist, with the effect that coalescence is obligatory in certain situations. Similarly, a number of authors have argued that DEP does not exist (e.g. Myers 1997, Bernhardt & Stemberger 1998, 2007:592,593; Causley 1999, Urbanczyk 2007). They observe that output constraints do a similar job to IO-DEP; output constraints (usually) prefer less representational structure over more, and so does IO-DEP. However, Gouskova (2008) argues that the effects of IO-DEP can be distinguished from structural constraints.

Most work has focused on extending Correspondence to new nodes (§3.3.1) and dimensions (§3.3.2).

3.3.1 Loci of Correspondence

McCarthy & Prince (1995:14) proposed that Correspondence holds between segments. I have adopted a particular theory of representation (autosegmental theory) in this chapter that does not provide an easy way to define ‘segment’; in this theory, the most natural understanding of M&P’s proposal is to say that Correspondence holds between ‘root nodes’. M&P also suggests that Correspondence could hold between other nodes: tonal nodes, prosodic nodes, and terminal and non-terminal feature nodes.

Myers (1997) develops this idea for tonal nodes. For example, IO-MAX-T requires that every input tone node correspond to some output tone node. The most significant effect of the proposal is that tones can survive even when their segmental sponsors are deleted. See Yip (2007) for an introduction to tone constraints.

McCarthy (2000) argues for a variety of constraints that require (at least some) prosodic nodes to be in Correspondence. Since (most) prosodic structure is apparently absent in inputs, evidence for Correspondence between syllables and feet comes from identity across other forms (e.g. base-reduplicant, base-derivative; see §3.3.2). (Also see McCarthy & Prince 1993b, 2001 on StROLE).

However, coalescence can be achieved without featural Correspondence (e.g. Pater 1995, de Lacy 2002:ch.8), and a general concern with MAX-feature approaches is the lack of observed feature autonomy. In several theories, features do not seem to have the same kind of independence as tones: while tones can survive if their sponsors are deleted, there may not be similar effects for features (though see the special cases of featural morphemes – see Akinlabi 1996, Wolf 2005§2.2 for recent discussion).

### 3.3.2 Dimensions of Correspondence

The discussion above has focused on Correspondence between inputs and outputs. However, there have been many proposals that extend the reach of Correspondence. The proposals fall into two categories: intra-representational Correspondence and inter-representational Correspondence.

M&P proposed that intra-representational Correspondence is found in reduplication. A reduplicant morpheme has no input content, but its output segments can correspond to certain other output segments (the reduplicant’s ‘base’). For example, one of the reduplicated forms of Māori [parau] ‘baffled’ is [paraparau]. The reduplicated segments correspond to other output segments thus: [p₁a₂f₃a₄p₁a₂f₃a₄u₅].

M&P argue that constraints on Base-Reduplicant (BR) Correspondence have the same form as constraints on IO Correspondence. BR-MAX requires every base element to have some correspondent in the reduplicant (violated once in [p₁a₂f₃a₄p₁a₂f₃a₄u₅]), BR-DEP requires every reduplicant segment to have a correspondent in the base, and BR-IDENT[F] regulates featural identity between base and reduplicant.

What is surprising about the extension of Correspondence to the Base-Reduplicant dimension is that there is essentially one formal mechanism that accounts for both the input→output relation and reduplication. Other theories of reduplication conceive of the phenomenon as involving templates or a type of long-distance assimilation, perhaps through autosegmental spreading (see e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1986). See Urbanczyk (2007) for an overview of BR-Correspondence and reduplication.

Other intra-representational Correspondence relations have been proposed. Kitto & de Lacy (1999) argue that epenthetic segments can correspond to other output segments, resulting in ‘copy epenthesis’: e.g. Winnebago [bɔpũnũs] ‘hit at random’ (Miner 1992). The reason for proposing Correspondence here is ‘overapplication’: nasal vowels only occur after nasal consonants in Winnebago, except when epenthetic vowels copy a post-nasal vowel, as above. Such ‘overapplication’ is expected with Correspondence, since featural identity of corresponding elements can trump phonotactic restrictions; and is also found in reduplication and other types of Correspondence (see Urbanczyk 2007 for discussion of under- and over-application in reduplication; and Benua 1997 for output-output Correspondence).
Hansson (2001) and Rose & Walker (2004) go further in arguing that any output segment can correspond to another output segment. The effect is seen in long-distance agreement. For example, in Chumash sibilants agree in anteriority within a word: /s-ilak]/ → [[s][ilak]] ‘it is soft’ cf. [s-iuxt] ‘it burns’.

There have been many proposals about inter-representational Correspondence, too. Benua (1997) proposes that segments in the output representation can correspond to segments in the ‘trans-derivational base’ of that output. The trans-derivational base of a word is basically the word minus its structurally outermost affix. So, the base of original [[origin]al] is origin. Original itself is the base of originality, and origin is also the base of originate.

OO-Correspondence is argued to explain why some morphologically complex words do not follow expected phonological patterns, but instead remain similar to their base. For example, in my idiolect (and in many other English-based idiolects) the head foot avoids final syllables in nouns, but otherwise is drawn to the right edge of a PrWd: [ad(məsə)bʊ] admissible, [adməsə(bónə)ri] admissibility (incidentally, [ə] can be stressed in my dialect, and /l/→[ɻ] outside onsets). However, with some affixes the foot does not get drawn rightward as expected: [ad(məsə)bʊnəs] admissibleness, *[admə(ʃɒbu)nəs].

When ness appears in a word, it subjects the candidate to an OO-faithfulness requirement that has the effect of forcing the correspondent of the base’s head syllable to also be a head. So, *[/admə(ʃɒbu)nəs] loses to [ad(məsə)bʊnəs] because the corresponding head syllable in the base [ad(məsə)bʊ] is [mə], not [sa].

Further work on inter-word relationships has argued that candidates should consist of entire output paradigms of related word-forms. See McCarthy (2005) for references and discussion (cf. Bobaljik 2008).

Yet other work has proposed Correspondence relations between the output representation and another output representation that is identified by a special selection mechanism, with the aim being to account for phonological opacity (see ch.86 [BAKOVIC]). See McCarthy (1998, 1999), Jun (1999), and Bye (2002) for discussion.

3.4 Mixing Correspondence and Output constraints

Some constraints have been proposed that mix output and Correspondence conditions. The constraints penalize output structures if there is some kind of unfaithfulness.

For example, Archangeli & Suzuki (1997) propose a constraint that returns a violation mark for each round vowel in the output that differs in height from its input counterpart (i.e. /a/→[u] returns a violation mark but /i/→[u] does not).

Łubowicz (2002) also argues that there are constraints that returns violation marks for particular output forms, but only if they are crucially unfaithful in some way. Specifically, there is a constraint that returns a violation mark for the mapping /g/→[dʒ], but not for /dʒ/→[dʒ]. The constraint cannot simply be a faithfulness constraint because it is not violated in the mapping /g/→[ʒ]. Łubowicz (2002) uses a mechanism called ‘local conjunction’ to construct the combined output and Correspondence conditions (see section 4.3). For example, *[传感] & IDENT(coronal)]_seg returns a violation for a segment that
is both [dʒ] (a voiced postalveolar affricate) and differs from its input in its specification for coronal place of articulation.

McCarthy (2002) proposes a class of constraints that mix output conditions and Correspondence relations (also see Baković 1999). For example, $\lambda$NOVCDOB returns a violation for each output voiced obstruent that does not correspond to a voiced obstruent. So $\lambda$NOVCDOB returns one violation for /aka/ → [aga], but none for /aga/ → [aga]. The idea behind this class of ‘comparative markedness’ constraints is that there are constraints that penalize particular output structures only if those output structures are ‘new’ – i.e. they were not in the input form. To be a bit more precise, the constraints do not refer to Correspondence relations between the output and input but between the output and the ‘fully faithful form’; see McCarthy (2002§6.2) for details.

Łubowicz (2002) and McCarthy (2003) propose that their constraints are needed to deal with derived environment effects, and comparative markedness is also argued to account for counterfeeding opacity, ‘grandfather effects’ (blocking a structure S unless S is faithful to the underlying form), and a diverse array of other phenomena (see McCarthy 2003§4.3 for discussion of Łubowicz’s (2002) local conjunction theory, see Łubowicz (2005) for a critique of Comparative Markedness).

There is some controversy over whether such constraints are really necessary. de Lacy (2006§8.6) argues that Comparative Markedness constraints make incorrect predictions for grandfather effects; also see Blumenfeld (2003b), Hall (2006, 2007) and the commentaries on comparative markedness in Theoretical Linguistics 29. The local conjunction approach is criticized by Inkelas (1999§2.3); also see Blaho (2003), Blumenfeld (2003a), and Wolf (2008).

4. Possible and impossible constraints

Even after defining the CDL’s representational elements, relations, and violation mark assignment algorithm(s), there remains the question of which constraints actually exist.

I wish I could list all the phonological constraints that exist in the human brain here. Unfortunately, there is no agreed-upon list. Many constraints have been proposed, and many algorithms too. Given the rapid changes in phonological theories and variety of constraint proposals, it is more useful to discuss general intrinsic and extrinsic restrictions on theories of constraints.

Every CDL imposes intrinsic limits on possible constraints. The nature of the elements and relations by which constraints are defined means that some imaginable constraints could not occur. For example, suppose the CDL has no disjunction operator. A constraint that assigns a violation to a segment if it is either $[+\text{voice}]$ or $[\text{labial}]$ is then not possible – it is impossible to formulate using the CDL’s syntax. Similarly, the VR itself may impose ‘restrictions’ on constraint in the sense that certain constraints might be well formed in the CDL, but not assign violation marks. In the VR discussed above, constraints that had unconnected representational elements would not assign violation marks; so, while such unconnected constraints could exist, they are effectively inert and will never be observed to have an effect on selecting winning candidate. Other cases were discussed in §1.1 and §2.2.
It is also possible (even likely) that there are extrinsic limits on constraints. An extrinsic limit is a restriction on particular types of constraint even though the constraints would have a well-formed syntactic structure in the CDL. For example, suppose there was a CDL that made it possible to define a constraint that banned syllable onsets yet such a constraint did not exist: an extrinsic limit would have to be responsible. The alternative is to suppose that there are almost no significant extrinsic limits: the set of constraints includes every constraint definable using the CDL (up to a certain level of complexity). The issue of extrinsic limits is a very difficult one. The first issue addressed below is methodological: how can we tell whether there are extrinsic limits on constraints (§4.1)? Sections 4.2 and 4.3 discuss where those extrinsic limits come from.

4.1 Evidence for extrinsic restrictions

The majority of OT theories and sub-theories do propose many extrinsic restrictions on constraints, specified by the CDL (cf. discussion in Blevins 2004). The evidence comes from restrictions and requirements that cannot be attributed to non-cognitive mechanisms.

To explain, suppose we never observe a particular phonological property in any human language, like an epenthetic [k] (e.g. /iti/ never surfaces as [kiti] in any grammar). It is possible that the lack of [k] epenthesis is due to constraints. For [k] to be epenthetic, there has to be a (set of) output constraint(s) that returns violation marks for every segment except [k]. Without such a constraint, epenthetic [k] won’t occur (see e.g. de Lacy 2006:ch.3).

However, there potentially are non-CDL reasons why epenthetic [k] is never observed. Some other part of the phonological component could be responsible (see section 5). There is also luck – i.e. war, pestilence, and plague, which may have accidentally wiped out all speakers of languages with epenthetic [k]. After all, every theory of phonology predicts many tens of thousands of distinct phonological systems, and only a few thousand have existed and will ever exist.

For epenthetic [k] to be observed, it also must be learnable. Actuation of a phonological change comes about through learner misperception or misarticulation. So if epenthetic [k] cannot come about through such a situation, it won’t be observed. Even if a sound change can be actuated easily, if it cannot be transmitted effectively it will quickly disappear. In this particular case, though, there is evidence that [k] can be misperceived to occur in vowel hiatus environments (Kingston & de Lacy 2006).

So, if it can be shown that a particular phonological situation never occurs and this cannot be ascribed to (a) non-constraint grammatical mechanisms and (b) extra-phonological restrictions do not prevent it from never (or very rarely) occurring in natural language, phonological extrinsic restrictions on constraints are responsible. For epenthetic [k], it is easy to come up with a set of constraints that penalize everything except [k] (e.g. *labial, *coronal, *glottal), so the CDL must not permit this set of constraints (or at least, this set of constraints with free ranking – see section 5).

There are several other methods of determining that a particular phonological situation is due to constraints. See Kingston & de Lacy (2006§3.3) and references cited for discussion.
4.2 Origins and Universality of Constraints

If there are restrictions on possible constraints, where do those restrictions come from? There are fundamentally two different proposals: (a) innateness and (b) constraint-construction mechanisms that refer to phonology-external structures.

The innateness view is that constraints are hard-wired into the brain (i.e., part of our genetic make-up). The ‘hard-wired’ view comes in two versions. One is that each constraint is specified independently. In this version, only those constraints that are hard-wired into the brain exist, so extrinsic limits on constraints boil down to genetics. The other version is that there are hard-wired algorithms that automatically generate constraints – ‘constraint generators’ (sometimes called ‘schemas’). For example, there would be an ‘IDENT[F]’ constraint generator that produces constraints with the form D-IDENT[F] where D is a pair of dimensions (input-output, base-reduplicant, etc.), and F is a subsegmental node. The generator is ‘complete’ in that it would generate constraints for every D and every F (Green 1993). The constraint-construction algorithms determine which constraints exist.

The alternative is to propose mechanisms that are derived from phonology-external mechanisms, or at least can take phonology-external factors into account. A growing body of work argues that there are many algorithms that take phonetic factors like ease of articulation and perceptual distinctiveness into account in evaluating which phonological constraints to generate. In this view, limits on constraints are a combination of the inherent limits of the constraint-construction algorithm and the restrictions imposed by the phonology-external factors that those algorithms refer to.

For example, Hayes (1995) discusses phonological constraints on voiced stops. Phonetic voicing in stops is hard to maintain; the further back the stop is, the more difficult it is to maintain voicing during the closure phase: it’s harder to maintain voicing during the closure phase of [g] than for [d], and its harder for [d] than for [b]. Suppose there is a constraint generator that produces constraints on voicing in stops. It could imaginably generate many constraints *g, *d, *b, *g/d, *g/b, *d/b, *g/d/b (where *x/y means “Return a violation for any segment that is x or y”). However, if the mechanism referred to articulation in a way that reflected voicing difficulty, the constraints would be winnowed down to *g, *g/d, *g/d/b. Hayes (1995) further observes that the CDL’s intrinsic representational restrictions could impose further limits on the possible constraints: *g/d, for example, is not definable in some feature theories as there is no feature that [g] and [d] share to the exclusion of [b]; with such representational theories, the only constraints generated by the mechanism would be *g and *g/d/b (i.e. * [+voice, −continuant, −nasal]).

To summarize, the majority of work in OT adopts the idea that there are constraint generators. However, there is ongoing disagreement over whether constraint generators can refer to phonology-external factors like ease of articulation and perceptual difficulty. Gordon (2007) provides discussion and references; for recent work, see Flack (2007) and Hayes & Wilson (2008).

A related issue is constraint universality. A constraint is ‘universal’ if it exists in every grammar. A constraint can exist in every grammar because it is hard-wired into CON (the set of constraints), or because it is produced by a constraint generator (see
§4.3) that produces the same constraints in the same way for every grammar. A ‘language-specific’ constraint is one that exists in only some languages; it must be learned. For specific discussions of constraint universality, see P&S, Green (1993), Samek-Lodovici (1996, 1998a,b), Ellison (2000), McCarthy (2002a§1.2.1, §3.1.5.2), and de Lacy (2003).

There is an important nuance to constraint universality/language-specificity. It is possible that constraints are not universal, but rather constraint generators are. For example, ALIGN is a constraint generator that exists in every grammar. However, if ALIGN is allowed to take individual morphemes (or morphs) as arguments, it could produce language-specific constraints like ALIGN([um]Af, L, Stem, L) “The affix um occurs stem-initially, is a prefix” for Tagalog, and ALIGN([ka]Af, L, Ft', R) “The affix ka follows, is the head foot” for Ulwa (McCarthy & Prince 1995). So, while ALIGN([um]Af, L, Stem, L) does not exist in every language, the constraint generator that created it does. The point could be extended to other constraint generators, and even those that refer to phonology-external factors. If a constraint generator refers to an articulatory or acoustic factor that varies among speakers, it could be that the same constraint generator will produce speaker-specific constraints.

4.3 Constraint Generators

Many constraint generators and elaborations or emendations to constraint generators have been proposed. A couple mentioned so far are the D-IDENT[F] generator and the ALIGN generator of McCarthy & Prince (1995). The ALIGN schema generates a great number of constraints that have been used to deal with areas as diverse as intonation (Gussenhoven 2007), syntax-sensitive prosodic phrasing (Truckenbrodt 1999, 2007), syllabification (McCarthy & Prince 1995; Zec 2007), metrical structure (Kager 2007), and morphology-sensitive prosodification (Ussishkin 2007).

A well-established development of Correspondence constraint generators is Beckman’s (1998) ‘positional faithfulness’ theory. Beckman (1998) proposes that there are Correspondence constraints that refer to particular environments. There are only a few possible environments that can be referred to, called ‘prominent positions’: onset, root-initial syllable, roots, and the head syllables of feet. These environments can combine freely with faithfulness constraints: i.e. for every IDENT[F] constraint there is an onset-IDENT[F] constraint, and there are versions of MAX and DEP for each prominent position (also see Alderete 1995 for DEP). Onset-IDENT[voice] returns a violation for each output segment that is both in an onset and corresponds to an input segment that has a different value for [voice] (as in /pa/ → [ba], but not /ap/ → [ab]).

A constraint generation mechanism that is somewhat different from IDENT, ALIGN and positional faithfulness is local conjunction (Smolensky 1993, Smolensky & Legendre 2006). Local conjunction combines constraints to form new constraints. For example, NOCODA and *LABIAL can be combined to form *[LABIAL&NOCODA]SEG where this is violated only when a labial is dominated by a coda node (e.g. [ap]). Local conjunction is not simply a conjunction of violation marks; *LABIAL&NOCODA is not violated by [pak], even though [pak] violates *LABIAL and NOCODA. Instead, local conjunction carries a condition that the violation is localized to a specific domain: i.e. the segment that is the
source for the violation of *LABIAL must be the segment that is the source for the violation of NOCODA. Local conjunction is a controversial mechanism; see Pater (2009a) for discussion.

5. Constraints interact

No constraint is an island. The effect of any individual constraint on the output of a phonological system depends on the other constraints in CON, the candidates GEN creates, the constraint’s ranking, how EVAL determines the winner, and how the interface to the phonetic module processes the candidate.

For example, feet with more than two syllables apparently do not occur (e.g. Hayes 1995 and many others). It is possible that the set of constraints ensures that no winner has a foot with more than two syllables. However, it is also possible that GEN is incapable of generating such oversize feet (Hyde 2002:318). So, whether there needs to be a constraint against trisyllabic feet depends on one’s theory of GEN.

The theory of constraints also interacts with the theory of EVAL – the component that determines winners. EVAL doesn’t tally the number of constraint violations for each candidate and pick the candidate with the fewest violation marks; it refers to both constraint violations and ranking to determine the winner. In P&S’s OT, ranking is a total order on constraints. Suppose candidate A violates constraint C₁ but not C₂, candidate B violates C₂ and not C₁, and C₁ outranks C₂. The winner of the A vs. B competition will be B because A violates the higher ranked constraint C₁ but B does not. Restrictions on ranking can limit the kind of constraints needed in CON.

Let’s consider some typological empirical generalizations: /k/ and /p/ can become [ʔ], but /k/ never becomes [p], /p/ never becomes [k], and /ʔ/ never becomes [k] or [p] (de Lacy 2006:ch.3 and references cited therein). There’s a way to express these observations using both constraint form and ranking. Suppose ranking can be universally fixed between constraints, as proposed by P&S. The fixed rankings would be (at least) *k « *ʔ and *p « *ʔ. It’s not enough to just fix these rankings, it is also essential that there is no other constraint C where C favors [p] or [k] over [ʔ]. The two sets of fixed rankings mean that /k/ → [ʔ] and /p/ → [ʔ] but never /ʔ/ → [p], /ʔ/ → [k]. So, the systems that the phonological module can produce are partly determined by constraints and their violations, but also by ranking and by the nature of EVAL itself.

In the ‘fixed ranking’ example, the results were achieved by two things: a particular theory of CON that included *k, *p, *ʔ and a theory of EVAL that allowed universally fixed rankings. However, suppose that EVAL does not allow universally fixed rankings. The empirical generalizations above are immediately beyond reach with a CON that has freely rankable *k, *p, and *ʔ. Instead, without fixed ranking it is necessary to invoke a CDL theory that employs constraints that are ‘stringently’ related in terms of their violation mark assignments. Suppose that there are no *p, *ʔ constraints but instead, there is *k, *k/p, *k/p/ʔ, where *x/y returns a violation for each segment that is either x or y. So *k/p is violated twice in each of [kak], [kap], [pap], and once in each of [kat] and [pat]. There is no way to rank these constraints to make /ʔ/ become [k] or [p] because [ʔ] always incurs a proper subset of the violations that [k] and [p] incur.
So, theories of constraints depend closely on the theory of EVAL, and vice versa. The empirical generalizations about neutralization can be achieved by non-stringent constraints with fixed ranking, or by stringent constraints without fixed ranking (or even by stringent constraints with a particular fixed ranking); however, it cannot be achieved by non-stringent constraints and no fixed ranking. (For further discussion, see de Lacy 2004, 2006). In short, there’s a connection between the CDL and what the algorithm that determines winners can do. (The interconnectedness of the theory of constraints and theory of EVAL is particularly clear in proposals for EVALs that differ from P&S’s (e.g. Boersma 1998, Wilson 2001, McCarthy 2007).)

The theory of constraints is also influenced by the theory of the phonology-phonetics interface. If GEN can create phonological representations that are phonetically uninterpretable, candidates with uninterpretable structures must be eliminated by either constraints or by the mechanism that sends constraints to the phonetic module. For discussion, see de Lacy (2007).

Finally, it is crucially important to evaluate the adequacy of a constraint by examining how it interacts with all the other constraints in CON. A constraint might seem eminently reasonable on its own, but when its effect among all the other constraints is examined bizarre and undesirable effects can emerge.

For example, there are two well-known and widely accepted sets of constraints that have a surprising effect when they interact. P&S propose a set of constraints that favor syllables with highly sonorous nuclei over syllables with less sonorous nuclei (the *NUC/x constraints). Beckman (1998) proposed that there are constraints that preserve features in stressed syllables (σ-IDENT[F]) (see §4.3 above). Both sets of constraints have ample support, and their effects as individual sets have been well studied: the nucleus-sonority constraints are crucial in accounting for syllabification (P&S 1993, Zec 2007); the stress-faithfulness constraints are needed to explain why features survive in stressed syllables but not elsewhere.

However, when these sets of constraints interact, they have a surprising effect: if the stress-faithfulness constraints outrank the nucleus sonority constraints, which in turn outrank all constraints on the relation between unstressed syllables and sonority, the resulting system neutralizes all vowels to high sonority segments in unstressed syllables: e.g. /pitiku/ → [pítako]. Such a system is very surprising; vowel neutralization in unstressed syllables is supposed to create less sonorous vowels like [œ], or disperse vowels so that higher sonority vowels become more sonorous and lower sonority vowels become less sonorous (Crosswhite 1999). This particular weird result has a happy ending, by the way: Ibibio has exactly this type of system, so validating the proposals (Akinlabi & Erua 2002, Akinlabi 2006). (For more on the theoretical point, see de Lacy 2006:315ff.) The general point, though, is that what constraints (or groups of constraints) seem to do on their own can be very different from what they actually do when they interact with all the other constraints in CON.

6. Summary

This chapter has left a vast number of issues about constraints untouched and only barely skimmed over a few others. However, a few points about constraints emerge. A formal
theory of constraint form – a ‘Constraint Definition Language’ – provides valuable insight into which constraints can and cannot exist. There is fairly widespread (if tacit) agreement on many aspects of such a CDL, but also many disagreements about both fundamental issues and the details. Constraints are only one part of a complex system that determines phonological winners; constraints themselves do not determine winners; and no constraint or set of constraints has any predictive power on its own. Only when the entire collection of constraints, GEN, EVAL, and the phonetic module interface are examined together can anything be asserted about the predictive power or restrictive nature of the theory.
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